Project Collaboration with
Projectplace
– a complete solution for Teams, Project
Managers, and Stakeholders
It’s getting tougher to manage projects in today’s world. Teams are increasingly dispersed; collaborating on tasks
and keeping track of who is working on what is a challenge; tracking progress takes time. Are you looking to increase
transparency of your work and bring your team together to collaborate and get things done? Have a look at what
Projectplace can do for you.

For the team. Whether your team is down the hall or on the other
side of the globe, give them everything they need to get work
done.
• Kanban boards help visualize commitments, so that everyone
knows who is working on what
• Document management allows easy access to project-related
files and ends the unmanageable ‘Reply all’ e-mail chains and
document versions
• Real-time communication enables team members to instantly
share feedback and ideas
• Stay up to date and get work done from anywhere on any device
with Project mobile apps

For the project manager. Whether you are a traditional
or ‘accidental’ project manager, you need to bring your
team(s) together to get work done.
• Classic Gantt view helps visualize goals and the plan
to get there, and allows the team to break down their
work into actionable items on Kanban boards
• Workload management provides visibility into project
members’ commitments and time spent on different
tasks. Quickly identify bottlenecks and see who might
be available for additional work
• Powerful dashboards enable real-time progress
tracking and help project managers understand where
their attention is needed

For the stakeholders. Provide stakeholders with a realtime overview of how your project(s) are performing.
• Increase transparency of information between project
managers and stakeholders across project portfolios
• Visualize project health and key KPIs, enabling
stakeholders to identify and address projects that
need attention
• Projectplace content pack for Microsoft Power BI
provides more advanced visuals and dashboard
capabilities for tracking work across projects and
teams

5 reasons teams chose Projectplace for project collaboration:
1.

Designed from day 1 to bring virtual teams together to get work done

2.

Connects planning with execution to provide a complete insight, control and
visibility over project goals, tasks and timelines

3.

User-friendly. Can be set up in minutes. Mobile optimized

4.

Helps manage teams, work, and projects – for professional or ’accidental’ project
managers

5.

Safe and secure

Projectplace, a part of Planview, is a smart project collaboration solution that brings teams together to improve
collaboration and get things done. Whether your team is down the hall or on the other side of the globe, Projectplace
provides everything teams need to set direction, communicate, execute tasks, track progress, and ultimately achieve
goals, no matter where they work.

Time to empower you and your team to get things done?
Request a Projectplace trial
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